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The paper [1] contains an incorrect (or incomplete, depending on viewpoint) definition (Defini- 
tion 2), a theorem that is correct only with the definition corrected (Theorem 3.1), and a theorem 
that requires a strengthened hypothesis (Theorem 3.2). The strengthened hypothesis should also 
replace the original in [1, Introduction], and where Theorem 3.2 reappears as [2, Theorem 3.1]. 
The corrections follow, with comments in [square brackets]. 
Definition 2 [corrected]. The fiber e of g is irregular (for the given choice of A) if it is of one of 
the following three types: 
Type 1. e is A-irregular if enl~ # 0 [this was enA # 0 ], and enA contains fewer than s points, 
or if s = co; 
Type 2. e is f~-irregular if e n [2 contains a nonempty relatively open set on which the rank 
of f is less than r, or if r = co; 
Type 3. e is o~-irregular if e contains leaves #, #' E A4 with # C_ 0f~, #' C [2, and f (#)  n 
f ( / J )  = O. 
Theorem 3.1 is now correct. [E may contain fibers e with e M Of /# O but e N A = O.] 
Theorem 3.2 [corrected]. (Simple Univalence Theorem) Let h = (f, g) : N -~ L × M be a 
local homeomorphism of connected topological manifolds. Let A be a connected component of 
a fiber f - l (u) .  Then h is globally univalent and g is simple if, and only if, the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) g is one-to-one on A and g(A) = g(N) [the last condition has been added], 
(2) f is one-to-one on the connected components of fibers of g that intersect A, and 
(3) all fibers of g are overlap fibers. 
These mistakes are due to an oversight, for which the author apologizes. Other parts of these 
papers are not affected [g proper on A implies g(A) = M]. 
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